•2:»l THE	COMBUSTION ENGIKE [chap, vm
* m it   t   :»,wt'iinir  of  thermal efficiency.    It  has  sometimes
iv, •; »f< m.)*!'* tli.it tins lowering of the compression is due
!- f« 4* if the tharpe being pre-ignited through the low
** r,ij* *utmv at which paraffin vapour and air ignite spon-
t *!>•'« «u*;v ; but the real reason, is that given in the previous
!?if\OT,if4L
Tk ft is a         however, in that the calorific value of paraffin
jrr gallnti i*	10 per cent, higher than that for petrol;
.i3*p   an	is found in the smaller consumption of
lu^fiuttiig oil	to   the  lubricating  properties of the
itfplf.
i§§9 He	of paraffin carburettor is illustrated
>i fig &».   It*	of working is generally similar to that
,| tlw (\>tti«»ll. but the heating surface is less in proportion.
It work* veil in practice, and its mode of operation is as
Mlott's : —
1 he oil is	into the vaporizer together with, a certain
of air by the suction of the engine ;   this mixture is
a tulbe which  is kept dated to a fairly
by the exhaust gases coming from the engine.
Thin thoroughly "vaporizes and intimately mixes the yaporized
Ml	air.   The mixture is then passed through a spiral
separator,	any solid matter from the vapour,
is	nith extra air as required to form an explosive mis-
tine,	thromgh the tkrottle to the cylinders.
lii tie	A is the inlet ralve for both oil and air, the
the action, of spring B, which normally keeps
tfce	the oil supply C shut off ; the oil enters
by	in the	The mixture then passes along the
EE which is kept heated to a high temperature
!ij tie	through the centre of this annular
m	at F.   The annular - chamber, it will be
i*	idth        G to enable a maximum amo-lgEit of
to be	to the mixture.   H illustrates the separator
for	the	from the mixture, and J the'
"	"	the control of the spring K.    The
of thm	and         of tiat gorerning the inlet of
the	to the	can be Yaried by a screw and nut
ift	is	when the engine- is on -the

